The new 30,000sf Ravenscroft Jazz facility in Scottsdale, AZ, includes a 200-seat Performance Hall, Recording suite, MIDI workspace, Video Production workspace, Jazzbird Cafe & Lounge, Multipurpose Classroom, and Piano Showroom. Construction is scheduled to complete late 2020, for a cost withheld.

Because of strong ties between Bob Ravenscroft and Music Serving the Word, a worship organization, there is also a Chapel, Prayer Room, Offices, and Ministry/Education Gathering space.

Designed to accommodate intimate musical performances from jazz to classical ensembles, while also ready for cinema, fundraisers, lecture events & more, the Hall features a Meyer Constellation system for instantaneous adaptation of the hall’s acoustical characteristics to suit the needs of any programming.

Located in close-proximity to Scottsdale Airport, scrupulous attention was paid to aircraft noise mitigation to ensure success of the various music performance and recording spaces.

MCH provided full-scope acoustical, noise, and vibration consulting for the acoustically sensitive Hall, Recording Suite and Jazzbird Cafe & Lounge.

Ref: Daniel Childers, 480.894.4637
Visit: www.ravenscroftpianos.com